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edward L hart
A conversation about poetry
casualene
Casu alene meyer
cassalene

dr edward L hart a mormon poet whose style is both classic and contemporary lives in utah during the following interview dr hart now in his
por
aos
apologize
nor
8os apologizedor
hut had he spoken any
apologized
dor
for not speaking as fast as he used to but
the tich
fluency ochis
rich
richfluency
of his thought As 1I
faster 1I would have missed even more of
orthe
ofhis
could just listen and not write down what he said
spoke with him 1I wished 1I couldjust
but 1I realized that would be selfish 1I1I hope you will enjoy this interview and
his poems in this and
reprints ofhis
of
ochis
future issues
andfuture

CM you write poems which are explicitly religious one of ofwhich
which is sung all
over the church our saviors love talk to me about the relationship
between poetry and praise poetry and witness and about yourself as a

mormon poet
EH well
thats the most difficult question of all questions I1 think the
things one feels most deeply about become the things one writes about so
1I suppose its inevitable that since 1
I do feel deeply about my religion that 1I
should write about it
my view of religion and mormonism is that it embraces all truth so
that even if its subject isnt explicitly religious any great poem in that
broad sense is a religious poem and thats my justification for writing
what some people might call secular poems like about nature the religion embraces nature embraces everything the heavens do declare the
glory ofgod
of god so that ifyou
of
isyou
ofnature
if you write about the beauties and glories ornature
nature in
a sense you are praising god who is the author of the beauty and the

grandeur
CM tell me more about the composition of

our savior s love

EH the form represents the three members of the godhead the first
stanza is to the savior the second stanza deals with the holy ghost and the
third stanza praises god the father
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in writing the lines our father god of all creation hear us pray in
reprence
rence awed by thy son s sacrifice 1I wanted to create a rhyme worthy
revrence
rev
of the father 1I caifa
calfa have just any word rhyme with god 1I suppose it was
cant
inspiration that the word awed finally occurred to me it maintains the
dignity of the audacity of rhyming anything with god 1I don t think
theres any other word in the language that would have sufficient power to
be in that place rhymes call attention to themselves just by being rhymes
so its important that the rhyming words mean something
1I wanted to make the poem upbeat
not in any way depressing its
not a coincidence that the final word of the poem is rejoice
CM it shows theres so much more to a poem than what people automatically see
EH 1I am in deep humility every time 1I hear
feel it is something beyond me

our saviors love

because 1I

CM heres another question you lived in pakistan in 1973 and 1974 like
utah that country has awesome mountain landscapes how would you
compare the feeling of the pakistani terrain to utahs
EH in utah 1I plowed land that had never been plowed before truly vircan t go anywhere but you feel the presence of
gin soil but in pakistan you cant
the past hundreds of generations back to the beginning of history the
indus valley for instance was one of the places where civilization began
so its very old I1 ve collected artifacts that go back hundreds if not thousands ofyears
of years
you can go to high places in utah and get the feeling they re fresh from
the hand of the creator I1 remember one time ive never forgotten from early
days in idaho seeing a cirque with a lake at the bottom of it and mists
had ust been created
blowing across it looked like it hadjust
the landscape has been very important to me both as a person and as
a poet I1 have lived other places from time to time and always when ive
lived there ive missed the mountains and have had a pull to come back
CM your poems holiday the coward and processional deal with
men and arms guns and hunts guns and war you are someone who lived
II and subsequent conflicts you also live where the
through world war 11
deer hunt is an annual event tell me more about your feelings about men
and arms
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EH to tell the truth 1I ve never been on a hunt for deer or anything else
1I have always admired the grace and the beauty of wild animals like deer
and its never entered my mind to kill them 1I did see them fairly frequently
when my brother and 1I spent a summer camping and plowing on a dry
farm it was a nightly occurrence to see wildlife like deer or coyotes silhouetted on the skyline we felt like we were just part of the whole natural habitat we had guns with us that we could use for protection if necessary but
hunters
we never tried to shoot a deer or coyote 1I recognize that my view of ofhunters
processional1 might not be fair 1I know so many hunters that 1I admire
in processional1
but still their way is not my way and 1I can t help feeling the way 1I do
CM what about war
EH of course the war affected me very closely 1I was all set to go to oxford
in the fall of 1939 and then on september first hitler invaded poland
and the war in europe began the rhodes scholarships were suspended and
it was seven years before 1I was able to go so 1I hold a personal grudge
against hitler
As far as the war poems are concerned ill have to confess 1I wasnt close
to any actual fighting so poems like the coward are pure imagination
because of the impact the war was having on me and on my imagination
CM were you drafted

or did you enlist

EH 1I didnt get drafted 1I enlisted in the navy 1I did japanese language
training my main job throughout the war was working with japanese
naval codes after they had been broken out by the cryptographers
ers the
cryptograph
job 1I shared with other translators was that of translating the messages

into english
CM talk to me about your influences you are obviously influenced by
wordsworth say in your poem insulations against intimations of mortality additionally we see another romantic blake in A lesson in history where you turn his phrase heaven in a wild flower to heaven in
a potato

EH 1I had read wordsworth of course and thought more highly of him
in my youth than later 1I became an eighteenth century scholar and 1I
believed that education should increase the area of ones appreciation and
not decrease it but as my appreciation for the english classical period
increased 1I started to look more askance at the romantics
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of clinton larson at the university of utah the two
of us were in many creative writing classes taught by brewster ghiselin he
is in my opinion a great poet later 1I took an MA in creative writing at
the university of michigan
ghiselins
I1 read some of Ghi
selins poetry that had just been published the language the diction the rhythms opened a whole new world for me everything id written before then seemed childish puerile 1I went home and
wrote what 1I thought was my first mature poem morning without knowing it 1I sort of invented a new stanzaic form ghiselin discovered that 1I
repeated it exactly in the second stanza but the third stanza was a little different after my teacher pointed out the form to me 1I rewrote that stanza to
conform to the other two I1 hadnt
hadn
haant been aware consciously that there was
any stanza form at all
I was a classmate
1

lets look at a specific poem on listening to jorge luis borges 2 tell
me the history of that poem did you meet borges wherein does borgess
CM

power lie for you
EH borges was at BYU and he had an interpreter with him but he really
didn t need it it amazed me that a person of foreign background could see
dian
ofenglish poetry of ofliterature
so clearly into the heart of english
literature what it revealed to
me was that theres a truth about being human and that he had reached
that and made it manifest to us it didnt matter that he was from argentina he could have been from timbuktu or anywhere else the truths he
revealed were the depths of the human heart thats what impressed me
about him
he had sensitivity for language as well as for people he made such an
impression it was forceful and magnetic
CM language and form the intrinsic power of the word and the delight
in craft are essential to creating ggood poetryy what does language
mean
0
to you what are the tricks and limitations of language of form
EH the word trick is too mechanical it goes deeper than that you roll
words around on your tongue and taste them and feel them each one has
oaits
a special life ofits
of its own in great poetry not a word can be changed because
each is exactly right sciences truths have always been revised from newton to einstein but nobody finds a better way to say things than the way
shakespeare says them
the feel for human truths goes hand in hand with the language and all
that the words suggest their history the whole working together conveys
a truth that was always known but comes with a shock of recognition
because we hadnt been aware that we knew it
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a poem existing without form to me it cisn
isn t a poem
unless it has form I1 think form becomes part of the meaning form and
1I

cant imagine

content are inextricably connected
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edward L hart received a BS in economics from the university of utah in 1939
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